THE RIVERCREST COMMUNITY NEWSLETTER

2007 HALLOWEEN HAUNTED PATH: “The Potter Puppet Pals” (Stephanie Williams, Mary-Kate Appel, Brittany and Brianne Nueslein, and
Leah Flemming) gave residents a break from the typical gore, offering their Harry Potteresque take on the insanely catchy “Banana Phone”. The
strategy proved effective and resulted in third place honors in the Haunted Path Station Contest. See page 4 for the full story.
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Sidewalk Is A Work
In Progress
adapted from a website post by Shiva Chen
Mike Morgan, President, River Bank Woods HOA,
is working with Shiva Chen, Rivercrest HOA, to
obtain a sidewalk along River Bank Street. We have
had correspondence and meetings with representatives from the Loudoun County Department
of Management & Financial Services, Office of
Transportation Services (OTS), and Sugarland Run
District Supervisor Mick Staton.
We hope to obtain primary and secondary funding through the SAFETEA-LU program, developer/
builder proffers, and/or local gas tax revenue.
SAFETEA-LU is a federal transportation bill,
administered by the Virginia Department of
Transportation (VDOT). SAFETEA-LU is an acronym for “Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users”.

SAFETEA-LU is a long and complex grant
application process.
We submitted our preliminary SAFETEALU grant application in April. It was considered at a Transportation/Land Use
Committee meeting in May. The committee
recommended the project for public hearing in July.
There was a public hearing and vote by
the Loudoun County Board of Supervisors
in July to submit our SAFETEA-LU grant
application to VDOT.
The final, modifed/enhanced SAFETEALU grant application, including project
budget, drawings, and copy teste were
submitted to Loudoun County on October
16th. Loudoun County will submit our
application to VDOT on November 1st.
It is our understanding that all 2008-09
SAFETEA-LU grant applications will be reviewed, then discussed at a VDOT meeting
in May, then awards in hopefully July, and
contracts and funding available next fall (at
the earliest; as part of the Commonwealth
budget cycle).
In the meantime, Supervisor Staton,
Chair, Transportation/Land Use Committee
who met with us last week, is working with
OTS to determine the cost of a feasibility
study.
The bottom line: the 2008-09 SAFETEALU grant cycle is a long and complex process. Therefore, in parallel, in the name
of safety, we hope to “keep it local” and
achieve success ASAP.
Here is our high-level project description:
walkers, runners, and bikers are currently
in great danger of getting struck by vehicles
travelling along River Bank Street. We propose a pedestrian and bicycle facility called
“River Bank Trail”: approximately one-third
(1/3) mile of pedestrian and bicycle trail
(consisting of concrete sidewalk since it
would be in the VDOT right-of-way (ROW))
along River Bank Street (Rte 2270) to safely
connect Rivercrest HOA (365 homes),
River Bank Woods HOA (78 homes), and
Lowes Point HOA (35 homes) to the existing “Algonkian Trail” sidewalk/trail system
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along Algonkian Parkway (Rte 1582).
[Communications Committee member
Shiva Chen brings the story up to date: The
last I heard from Mike Morgan was that
Mick Staton was really trying to keep his
word and get something off the ground by at
least having the county or VDOT come out
and do a formal study, engineering drawings, and/or feasibility study. This would
really jump-start the project. Mr. Staton was
defeated by Susan Klimek Buckley in early
November, so we need to follow up with him
to see if he did do what he said he will do or
if he is planning on it before the end of his
term.]

Notes From The
Annual Meeting
On Monday, December 3rd, the Annual
Meeting took place at the Cascades Library.
Enough people fought the wind and bitter
cold that quorum was eventually established and business could be conducted.
Tom Eck ran unopposed and became a
new boardmember by acclamation. Later,
in executive session, it was decided that
he would replace Richard Resnick as the
member-at-large. His offer to volunteer to
make Rivercrest a better community is appreciated.
In other volunteer news, Zongwei Tao
was introduced as a new pool committee
member by the outgoing members of the
pool committee (Jennifer Hepler and Alyssa
Helmich). Zongwei is interested in trying
to put together an opening day party, and
wants to also investigate the possibility of
having occasional evening events.
It was decided that the pool would again
allow a limited number of outside families
use the Rivercrest pool at a cost of $700 per
family. This worked well last year, generating
$2100 of revenue for the community without appreciably impacting our enjoyment
of the pool. The board also announced that
the pool deck should be expanded in time
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for the 2008 opening. Other improvements
are also being investigated (new floor surface, new paint, lockers).
Social committee chair Jennifer Schmidt
attended her final meeting before moving
her family to the west coast. She reported
that no volunteers had yet come forward to
take her place.
Open Space committee chair Sue
Wilkinson expressed that while many people did not participate in the online poll
question about the entrance feature, she
thought there might be a fair number of
people who would be interested in having
one. Look for a new poll question soon.
It was announced that the budget was
approved and that assessments would remain unchanged. Treasurer Tom Burtner
indicated that Property Diagnostics had
completed a reserve study. He still has some
questions for them about longevity and expected replacements.

Manager’s
Corner
by Michael Constant, ARM, GRI
Property Manager
Per your legal documents, the HOA is
only responsible for assessing fees towards
snow removal for the town home and pool
sections only. All remaining streets within
the single family sections of the community were and will be the responsibility of the
developer - formerly KSI and now Kettler
- until such time as they are turned over to
VDOT.
According to Mr. Greg Shaw, Manager
for Kettler, VDOT has accepted most of the
streets in the single family sections, but are
backlogged with paperwork and will not be
able to maintain until at least January. That
being the case, Kettler will be responsible
for snow removal until VDOT is ready to
maintain these sections.
Mr. Shaw asked that I contact him if snow
is forecast so that he can give me further
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details. In the event that details are not
readily available to management from Mr.
Shaw, you may want to call Kettler at (703)
641-9000. In the event that Kettler does not
respond, please try calling the builder of
your section.
Please remember that your assessments
do not include snow removal for the single
family sections, since they are streets maintained by VDOT and that the developer is
responsible for these streets until VDOT is
ready to maintain them. Management is
not authorized to spend HOA money on
these streets.

Holiday Trash
Our trash collection and general recycling is handled by AAA/Rainbow (open
from 8am-5pm, Monday through Friday,
703-818-8222, www.aaatrash.com).
There are only three days out of the
year that AAA will not make their regularly scheduled collections: New Year’s
Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas. Since
Christmas and New Year’s Day both fall on
a Tuesday this year (not a regularly scheduled day in our neighborhood), we will not
see any interruption in service due to the
holidays. Remember: trash is picked up on
Monday and Thursday mornings, with recycling being handled on Mondays as well.
Christmas trees will be picked up the
day after Christmas (12/26). They will
also be picked up along with the Monday
and Thursday pickups through the end of
January (you can leave yard waste along
with regular trash during that month). The
trees must have all of the decorations removed and must not be in a plastic bag.

g

We here at the Current would like to
join the Homeowners’ Association
and Zalco Realty in wishing everyone
a happy and safe holiday season!
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Spooky Stuff
by Jenny Schmidt
Our annual Halloween Parade and
Haunted Path was a huge success this year!
All the boys and ghouls were out in full regalia for our Costume Contest at the pool.
The prizes were awarded as follows:
13 AND OVER CATEGORY
First Prize
Pirate King and his two wenches
Second Prize
Anna Sloniewsky, Purple and Black Witch
6-12 CATEGORY
First Prize
Niko Sloniewsky, the Grim Reaper
Second Prize
Sophia Tirella, Pirate Princess

more costumed creatures who joined us
there including a chef, a king, a cowboy and
much more!
Once dusk set in, we began down the
haunted path. Victoria Holcombe and
friends stood watch at the gate and guided
us through on our way to visit each of the
spooky stations along the path. We could
tell that lot of thought and effort went into
creating the stations. Some honorable mentions were for Josh Toohey who haunted us
in his maze of doom and to Jacob Matley,
Nicholas Sysak, Eric Carleson and Cody
Reynolds for putting together their grizzly
station at the end of the path complete with
buckets of blood and chainsaws ... not real,
of course!
Thank you to Linda Holcombe and several
other “consultants” for helping to judge the
haunted path contest. The winners were as
follows:
FIRST PLACE ($100 PRIZE)

0-5 CATEGORY

“Middle Boo Place”

First Prize
Lauren Glaeser, lovely homemade
Tinkerbell costume
Second Prize
An adorable little boy Dinosaur

SECOND PLACE
Jeffrey Humpton and his
little shop of horrors
THIRD PLACE

I apologize if you were a winner and you
weren’t mentioned by name. I forgot my
paper and pen that day. Oops!
I would also like to thank Anne and Andy
(sorry didn’t get your last names either) for
being such great judges! I know you will
both be a great asset to our community and
welcome!
After the costume contest, our parade
made its way down to the park in the woods
behind Middle Bluff Place and was greeted
by spooky decorations put up by Melissa
Fox and her helpers. There was an array
of food brought by our neighbors, including wonderful homemade goodies such as
cupcakes, pumpkin cake, clever popcorn
bags and much more! We even had some
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“The Potter Puppet Pals” by Stephanie
Williams, Mary-Kate Appel, Brittany and
Brianne Nueslein, and Leah Flemming ...
I still have that banana phone song
stuck in my head!
Great job to all who participated! I know
I saw a group forming around the pirate
with the glow sticks and our mysterious
fortune tellers. The old man in the tent was
also very original. I had a great time and my
kids couldn’t stop talking about this event!
I know many of you felt the same way, so
thank you to all who participated. You are
what makes this community above and beyond the rest!
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The poolhouse
- and members
of its immediate
family - are not
eligible to win
the decoration
contest.

Light ‘Em Up
by Jenny Schmidt
The holiday spirit is alive and well in
Rivercrest and it’s time for a contest! Dress
up your home in true holiday style by
December 15th. Judges will drive around
the neighboorhood to determine the most
festive home and will award a $100 cash
prize on the 16th!!
We will make sure to take a look at the
houses once in the daytime and once at
night. There will also be judging for the “Best
Lit” House and the house with the “Most
Heart”. The winners will be announced on
our website www.rivercrest.org and also in
our next quarterly newsletter. Have fun and
be safe!!

Committee
Summaries
COMMUNICATIONS
Mike Watkins
communications@rivercrest.org

We are very pleased to see that the new
website (www.rivercrest.org) is getting
used more and more as time passes. At the
time of this writing, the website has 216 accounts. Of these accounts, 5 are for administrative purposes and 15 more are secondary accounts in a single house. This means
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196 (roughly 53%) of our 365 households
are represented.
With online membership reaching a statistically significant level, we conducted
our first poll back in October. We asked residents whether they were in favor of using
up to $40,000 of community funds to create a new entry feature. The poll ran for 9
days and featured a paper ballot box at the
poolhouse to allow those without internet
access to vote.
41 households participated online, with
one more voting by paper ballot. The final
outcome was 22 “no” votes and 20 “yes”
votes. The results were brought to the
October HOA meeting, and after some additional discussion, the entry feature plan
was tabled.
We are also happy to see that the email
feature of our website is being adopted
by a good number of users. The “General
Discussion” forum has the most email subscribers (62). That is, every posting made
to that forum is sent via email to 62 email
addresses.
If you have an account with the new
website and wish to subscribe to forums so
that postings will be sent to you via email,
simply log on to the forum and click on the
new “Forum Subscriptions” link near the
top of the page. In the “New subscriptions”
section of the page that appears, you will be
presented with a list of our 22 forums with
a checkbox next to each. You can choose
to get emails from as many or as few of the
forums as you wish. Once you’ve chosen
the forums you wish to monitor, press the
“Subscribe selected” button.
From that point forward, any posts made
in one of your selected forums will be automatically emailed to you (and every other
member who has subscribed to that forum).
If you respond to such an email, your email
response will be added as a reply post to
the forum (and therefore sent out to every
other member who has subscribed to that
forum).
It has been a tough stretch for us on getting some important documents posted to
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the website. As an example, it has been more
difficult than usual to process, approve and
post meeting minutes. As a committee, we
are going to try and improve that process
in the coming months. Our commitment is
to keep you in the know about community
news and notes.
Happy holidays from everyone on the
Communications Committee!

COVENANTS
Paul Fineran

covenants@rivercrest.org

No summary.

FINANCE
David Chen

finance@rivercrest.org

No summary.

OPEN SPACE
Sue Wilkinson

open-space@rivercrest.org

The Rivercrest property manager and the
Open Space Committee are soliciting bids
for a new landscape management company
for the community. As of mid-November,
the property manager had issued a request for proposals, and four companies
had expressed interest in submitting a bid.
Representatives of the four companies met
independently with the property manager
and toured the community to learn firsthand about the Rivercrest open space areas
that would be under their care.
This RFP differs from previous RFPs for
Rivercrest landscape maintenance in that
the areas covered by the contract will include areas along Algonkian Parkway. The
Rivercrest HOA board, the Open Space
Committee, and the Rivercrest property
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manager decided to include maintenance
of the portion of Algonkian Parkway that
extends from Lowes Island Boulevard to
the east of our community and the bridge
on Algonkian Parkway to the west. These
areas are the responsibility of the Virginia
Department of Transportation; however,
VDOT care has been minimal. For long
stretches of the spring, summer, and fall,
these areas are unsightly, with unmown
grass in the medians and along the guardrail
next to the sidewalks and weeds emerging
from the concrete medians. The HOA board
and the Open Space Committee believe that
the curb appeal of Rivercrest will be greatly
improved with regular maintenance of this
stretch of Algonkian Parkway.
When the bidding process closes, the
Open Space Committee will review the
proposals submitted and make a recommendation for selection to the HOA board.
Following the signing of a contract, the
committee will work with the selected
company to improve the appearance of the
Rivercrest common areas.

POOL
Zongwei Tao
pool@rivercrest.org

No summary.

SAFETY
Behzad Badiee
safety@rivercrest.org

No summary.

SOCIAL
Jenny Schmidt
social@rivercrest.org

Friends, it has been my pleasure serving you on the Social Committee over the
past few years. The time has come though,
to say goodbye. Our family is relocating to
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Washington State in the next few months
and we will miss you all dearly!!
I appreciate everything our volunteers
have given to this community and its fantastic events. In order to continue to have
them, we need volunteers and a new Social
Chairperson. I know you are all busy with
school and activities and so was/am I, but
with enough help the time commitment is
minimal. It would even be great to have two
Co-Chairpeople. Please contact the board
at hoa@rivercrest.org to let them know if
you would be interested in helping with or
taking charge of this wonderful committee.
I would, of course, be reachable via email
to help you with anything you may need.
Please consider this worthwhile position
for everyone’s benefit.
Thank you for everything and happy holidays!!
[Editor’s Note: Jenny, you will be missed.
Thanks for your tireless efforts, and from all
of us: best of luck on the left coast!]

SWIM TEAM
Sharon Brandt

swimteam@rivercrest.org

No summary.

Service
Advertisements
Listed here, in alphabetical order, are
residents who provide valuable services.
Any Rivercrest resident that is affiliated
with a business that might be useful to
other residents is eligible. These free ads
must all follow the same format: resident
name, phone number and email followed
by a descriptive portion (including the
company name if there is one) that must
be 20 words or less. If you are interested in
having your business listed, submit your ad
to communications@rivercrest.org. If you
find the 20-word limit a bit too limiting, see
The Rivercrest Current / December 2007

our ad rates at the bottom of page 10.

www.matchplaytennis.com

Lynne Beal
703-430-3502, lynne_beal@yahoo.com
C’est Mon BeBe - Custom handcrafted
keepsake bracelets from sterling silver, 14k
goldfill, freshwater pearls, and Swarovski
crystal. www.thatsmybabykeepsake.com

Bonnie Olson
571-434-0849,
bonnienchristopher@comcast.net
Horizon Elementary introduces Market Day
fundraiser: convenient, high-quality foods
delivered monthly to the school www.marketday.com, click on Horizon ES.

Kim Becker & Kim Vinyard
703-470-9188,
auctionitawayonline@yahoo.com
AuctionItAwayOnline.com - We’ll sell
your unwanted items on eBay. Save
your time, let us do all the work!
Sharon Brandt
571-434-9799,
sharon@graniteconnectionllc.com
Granite Connection, LLC - Got granite?
For the best granite prices with
a quality install, call me or go to
www.graniteconnectionllc.com

David Rathgeber
571-434-9071, david@davidr.net
Your Friend in Real Estate, LLC - Get
the latest real estate information free at
www.davidr.net - click “Market Report”.
Sheila Traenkle
703-433-9699, straenkle@hotmail.com
Creative Memories Consultant
Home classes and workshops, photosafe albums and supplies, and group
presentations.

Wendy Buttling, M.S., CCC-SLP
703-431-9117, wendyab@adelphia.net
Private Speech-Language Pathologist
Articulation, Language Skills,
Screenings and Evaluations. Virginia
License - 15 years experience.

Geri Voran
703-232-5858,
info@aBrushWithDesign.com
A Brush With Design specializes in custom interior wall finishes, commercial
and residential. Visit www.aBrushWithDesign.com and get inspired.

Fred Coulter
703-406-8626, ftcoult@erols.com
Paint Works Services Company
European Surface Techniques,
Faux Finishing and Interior Painting.

Yenni
703-430-6544, phiyen72@msn.com
Custom-made draperies, curtains,
cushion covers, bed covers and clothes
alteration.

Ritu Desai
703-625-4949, Info@eNOVAHomes.com
Samson Realty, LLC - Residential Top
Producer, Multi-Million Dollar Sales
Club Member. Team up with Ritu and
the Samson Realty Advantage!
Alyssa Helmich
703-444-6173,
contactus@matchplaytennis.com
Match Play Tennis - A new flexible tennis
league, summer registration is now open.
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HOA meetings are usually scheduled for the 4th Monday
of every month. They are occasionally rescheduled in
order to avoid conflicts with major holidays.
Next HOA meeting:
Monday, January 28, 2008, 7:00pm
East Loudoun County Library (aka Cascades Library)
21030 Whitfield Place (behind the Cascades Giant)
All homeowners should plan on attending.
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Contact List
Here are some important contact points
everyone should know.
Zalco Realty (Property Management)
8701 Georgia Avenue, Suite 300
Silver Spring, MD 20910-3713
888-428-6262 (toll free)
301-585-0088 (emergency number)
301-495-4169 (fax)
Michael Constant, Manager
301-495-4158, mconstant@zalco.com
Shelley Hudson, Administrative Assistant
301-495-6618, shudson@zalco.com
Status of covenants applications, approval
and violations
Duane Dennis, Accounts Receivable
301-495-6648, ddennis@zalco.com
Questions regarding an outstanding balance, or Zalco receipt of settlement papers
for new owners.
Carmelita Bourne, Resale/Disclosure
301-495-6607, cbourne@zalco.com
Expediting the resale disclosure document to
owners who are trying to sell their property.
AAA (trash/recycling) 703-818-8222
Comcast (cable/internet) 800-266-2278
Verizon (FIOS, as available) 888-438-3467
Virginia Power 888-667-3000
Washington Gas 703-750-1400

Website
Information
Don’t forget to check out version 2.0 of
our community website! It’s packed with
community information. Browse to:
www.rivercrest.org
A powerful feature of the website is the
Rivercrest Forum - allowing residents to
communicate with one another on almost
any topic. The forums also include HOA
minutes from prior meetings, guidelines
and applications for the Covenants process as well as a color PDF of this newsletter. Anyone can read forum posts, but you
must register to make posts and participate
in polling. To do so, click on the “Register”
link, submit the quick web form then watch
your email for your activation notice.
There is also a read-only newsgroup dedicated to our community. Spanning 7 years
of conversations between Rivercrest residents, it contains a wealth of information
that can be quickly searched. Browse to:
groups.yahoo.com/group/Rivercrest
... and press the “Join This Group” button.
You may browse and search the forum once
your account is approved.
Do keep in mind that online forums are
not used to transact official HOA business. Consider attending a meeting of the
Homeowners’ Association, emailing the
appropriate committee member directly, or
volunteering for a committee.

Editor, Writer, Graphic Artist, Staff Photographer and all-around “Newsletter Guy”: Mike Watkins (communications@rivercrest.org)
The Rivercrest Current is published on a quarterly basis and reaches 365 addresses. To enhance the readability of the newsletter, a
limited number of advertisements will be accepted. No advertisement larger than half-page will be allowed. Quarter-page submissions
will cost $40 for a one-time insert or $150 (pre-paid) for four consecutive inserts. Half-page submissions will cost $70 for a one-time
insert or $250 (pre-paid) for four consecutive inserts. Advertisements will not run until initial payment is received.
We reserve the right to determine whether an item is suitable for this publication. Submissions do not necessarily reflect the opinion
or beliefs of the The Rivercrest Current, the Homeowners’ Association, the Board of Directors or Zalco Realty. Similarly, advertisements
placed are not an indication of endorsement by same. Items may be edited for grammatical correctness, clarity and to meet space
constraints.
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The Sitter List
If you are interested in being listed as a baby- or pet-sitter, please forward your name, phone number
and certifications to communications@rivercrest.org for a free listing. Information about SafeSitter certification can be found at www.safesitter.org.
babysitter
Red Cross Certified

petsitter

plantsitter

SafeSitter Certified

CPR Certified

Claire Bucher 703-444-0089

Shannon Fineran 703-421-4365

Lauren Bucher 703-444-0089

Marisa Julien 703-433-0338

Alexandra Butt 703-444-5957

Camille Kidwell 703-444-2880

Meghan Butt 703-444-5957

Joey Longo 703-450-0326

Nicole Butt 703-444-5957

Caitlin Morris 703-406-4268

Lauren Buttling 703-406-2747

The Rivercrest Logo Design Contest
Part Deux:
THE RESULTS
The design shown at left is the winning design
from the design contest announced in the
September 2007 Current. The entry was created by a resident who has asked that their name
not appear in the newsletter. We had a number
of great entries in version 2.0 of our contest, it
was a tough decision for the board members to
make.
The intended colors for the design are a rich
red inner circle surrounded by a black outer
circle. The lettering and trim is done in gold. To
see a color version of the logo, take a look at the
color version of this newsletter on our website
(see page 10 for details).
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Some holiday news and notes inside, so ...

OPEN ME FIRST!
Inside:
Sidewalk Dreams
Annual Meeting Wrapup
Plowing Forward
Trees and Trash
Holiday Decoration Contest
Halloween Spooks

SOUTH BANK/RIVERCREST HOA
PO BOX 650722
POTOMAC FALLS, VA 20165
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